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ABSTRACT 

The fission neutron field of Cf-252 presently repre-
sents one of the most well-known neutron benchmark fields. 
For 13 neutron reactions which are of importance in reactor 
metrology, measurements of spectrum-averaged cross sec-
tions, <o>, performed in this neutron field were compared 
with calculated average cross sections. This comparison 
allows to draw conclusions as to the quality of different 
o(E)-data taken from ENDF/B-IV, ENDF/B-V*and from recent 
experiments and used in the calculation of average cross 
sections. The comparison includes an uncertainty analysis 
regarding the different uncertainty contributions of <o>, 
o(E) and of the spectral distribution of Cf-2£2 fission 
neutrons. Additionally, in a few examples, sensitivity 
studies were carried out. The sensitivity of the spectrum-
averaged cross sections to individual characteristics of 
the cr(E)-data, such as normalization factors or shifts in 
the energy scale, was investigated. Similarly the sensi-
tivity of <o> to the spectral distribution of Cf-25? was 
determined. 

INTRODUCTION 

In nuclear design calculations the accuracy strongly depends on the 
uncertainty of both computational models and nuclear cross section data. 
For core and shield design of fast reactors or fusion reactors, for 
example, an almost direct relation between the uncertainty of calcula-
tions and financial cost is given. Therefore, in recent years much 
effort has been concentrated on improving the accuracy. With refined 
computational methods, the main source of uncertainty is now due to 
the neutron cross section data. A usual attempt to deduce quantitative 
decisions as to the quality of cross section data is to compare measure-
ments of integral parameters, such as neutron multiplication or reac-
tivity, with calculated results. Apart from the problem of solving the 
neutron transport equation for a complex system, the aforementioned 
procedure raises problems with regard to the attribution of uncertain-
ties to individual cross sections. 
*It should be understood that the official ENDF/B-V Dosimetry File had 
not been released at the time this paper was prepared. The data 
considered are preliminary ENDF/B-V and may not be the same as those 
which will be in the official ENDF/B-V release. 
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A similar situation is given in the field of reactor dosimetry. 
The development of accurate and reliable reactor dosimetry techniques 
is of no minor importance because safety-related and economic questions 
such as the durability of reactor pressure vessels or the fuel cycle 
management are included. The topic of reactor dosimetry may be described 
by the measurement of reaction rates of neutron dosimetry monitors in 
more or less well-known neutron fields and the subsequent correlation 
of these data with quantities such as neutron flux density, fluence, 
burn up, damage rates etc. In the development of a measuring technique 
which can be applied for power reactors during routine operation, the 
verification of the measuring methods in neutron benchmark fields is 
a useful intermediate stage. Such benchmark fields must have a high 
degree of reproducibility and well-known spectral properties. In 
addition, they should be of a structural simplicity to facilitate the 
interpretation of experimental results by calculation. The credibili-
ty of the above-mentioned quantities derived from reaction rates 
measured in such benchmark fields mainly depends on the validity of 
the neutron cross sections used in the correlation procedure. Today, 
neutron benchmark fields are therefore mainly used for the validation 
and improvement of the neutron cross section data base. 

The spontaneous fission neutron field of Cf-252 was recently 
classified as belonging to the group of the be^t-known neutron bench-
mark fields, called "Standard Neutron Fields". In these standard 
neutron fields, the consistency between measured spectrum-averaged 
cross sections and those calculated by forming the integral over the 
energy-dependent cross section data weighted with the well-known spec-
tral distribution, briefly called "folding", is a valuable indication 
that the energy-dependent cross section data are correct. In such a 
consistency test of neutron cross section data, it is of course de-
sirable to use benchmark fields with neutron spectra resembling those 
of power reactors, gowever, such benchmark fields as, for example, 
EE, CFRMF or Big-10 presently show a poorer consistency between 
measured and calculated reaction rates. Moreover, it becomes diffi-
cult to decide which inconsistencies are due to neutron cross section 
data or due to uncertainties in the neutron spectrum. 

AVERAGE CROSS SECTIONS IN THE NEUTRON FIELD OF CALIF0RNIUM-252 

The decision on the quality of energy-dependent cross section 
data, a(E), is based on the agreement between measured average cross 
sections, <o> , and those obtained by calculation: 

X R 9(E) being the normalized spectral distribution of the Cf-252 fission 
spectrum. In comparing both measured and calculated average cross 
sections, three independently measured quantities appear: the average 
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cross section, the spectral distribution and the energy-dependent cross 
section. To obtain a fair consistency, all these quantities have to 
be determined as well as possible. 

Measurements 

The measurement of <a> requires a careful activity measurement 
and the determination of the neutron flux density. The problem of the 
neutron flux density determination, in particular, becomes simpler 
in the case of Cf-252 than in other benchmark fields and can be re-
lated to a neutron source strength measurement (using a manganese bath 
or waterbath method). For a lot of neutron reactions average^c^gss 
sections in the Cf-252 neutron spectrum have been dejgrmined. 
A systematic list of the results is given elsewhere. The most 
acc^rgte <a>-measurements were done for fission ^e^ctions at the 
NBS ' and for non-fission reactions at the PTB. ' 

Calculations 

Average cross sgc^ions were calculated for all neutron reactions 
measured at the PTB. ' In this calculation the spectral distribution 
of Cf-252 neutrons was folded, analogous to eq. 1, using various a(E)-
data. Retails of the calculation procedure have been described else-
where. Only the input parameters of the numerical integration proce-
dure will be discussed now. 

Spectral distribution Xgg^) 

The best description, now available, of the fission spectrum of 
Cf-252 is an evaluation by G^ndl and Eisenhauer. The evaluation 
is based on eight documented spectrometry experiments. The spectral 
distribution of Cf-252 is described by a reference Maxwellian of an average 
energy of 2.13 MeV corresponding to a temperature parameter of kT = 1.42 
MeV and five continuous segment corrections to the referggge Maxwellian. 
In fig. 1, the result of this evaluation (indicated as Xq2 (E)) is 
plotted relative to a pure Maxwellian with kT = 1.4-2 MeV. The uncer-
tainty of this evaluation (quoted at the la-level) is: ± 13 % for 
neutron energies below 0.25 MeV, about ± 2 % between 0.25 and 8.0 MeV, 
and about ± 10 % between 8.0 and 20 MeV. 

o(E)-data 

In the calculation of average cross sections, different sets of 
a(E)-data were used. The data were taken.from the "Evaluated Nuclear 

18 19—21 Data File" ENDF/B-j;^, 2 3 from Preliminary ENDF/B-V and from 
recent experiments ' as far as the experiment covers the total 
response range of a reaction in the Cf-252 fission spectrum. 

It is obvious that the evaluation of neutron cross sections can-
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not be better than the different o(E) 

Neutron Energy 

Fig. 1. Ratio of the Ana-
lytical Spectral Distribution 
to a Pure Maxwellian with kT = 
1.42 MeV. Solid Lines indicate 
the Energy Range of 90 %-Re-
sponse in the Fission Spectrum 
of Cf-252 

-measurements on which the evalua-
tion is based. The crucial point 
in a(E)-measurements lies in the 
accuracy of the neutron flux 
density determination. As dis-
cussed elsewhere, an uncer-
tainty of ± 5 % for a(E^measure-
ments seems to be 'che possible lower 
limit which can be obtained at 
present. Another important point 
is the completeness of the nucle-
ar cross section data base. For 
neutron reactions used as ac-
tivation detector reactions, the 
energy range of importance is 
the range of detector response 
in a fission field. For thresh-
old reactions, this energy range 
lies between the reaction thresh-
old and about 6 MeV above it. 
Older 0(E)-measurements in par-
ticular fail to cover this ener-
gy range; they are concentrated 
near threshold and between 13 
and 15 MeV with a typical gap 
between 6 and 12 MeV. Only re-
cently it became possible to 
fill up this data gap, in par-
ticular, by using improved 
accelerator techniques. 

Comparison between Measurement and Calculation 

The data of this comparison are summarized in table 1. In column 1 
of table 1, the neutron reactions under consideration are listed and 
arranged in the order of "phe energy ranges of 90 %-response in the Cf-252 
fission spectrum as indicated by solid lines intfig. 1. Reactions 
classified as category I are those for which the cross section is 
believed to be well-known over the energy response range in standard 
neutron fields and for which calculated and measured reaction rates 
in different fields are consistent. In the unfolding of reactor ^ 
spectra it is recommended to use only these category I reactions. 

In column 2 of table 1, the measured average cross sections and 
their uncertainties (la-level) are given. In columns 3 - 5 the cal-
culated average cross sections are listed obtained by folding different 
a(E)-data with the above-mentioned spectral distribution. The o(E)-
data of ref. 22 of the reactions In-115(n,n') and In-113(n,n') were 
recalculated, the reason2^eing that in the radioactivity determination 
of the a(E)-measurements other values have been used for the gamma 
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Table ! Comparison between measured ( <o> 1 J) ami calculated (<0*',,) a v e r s e cross 
752 

sections (in rab) m the Cf fission neutron spectrum. Category I reactions are 
underlined and candidates of cat. I reactions are indicated by a broken line 

Reaction H 
ref. /8,9/ 

< 0 V < a > C 

o(E)-data from 

ENDF/B -IV1 ENDF/B-V' other ENDF/B-IV ENDF/B-V other 
197 Au(n,r) 
115Xn(n,-r) 

-^ISlDiSl! 
1 1 3In(n,n') 
4 7 T i U , p ) 

^HiLBjEl 
^FeU.p) 

Zn(n,p) 
1,6Ti(TI,P) 

Fe(n.p) 56 

r i(n,p) 

19' AJ(n,2n) 

76.2 ± 1.8 

124.1 ± 3.6 

195 + 5 

160 ± 4 

18.9 ± 0.4 

118 t 3 

84.6 i 2.0 

39.4 t 1.0 

13.8 ± 0.3 

1.450 ± 0.035 

0 42 t 0.01 

1.006 + 0.022 

5.50 + 0.14 

~79.91 

130.3 

175.5 

23.85 

115.0 

89 09 

12.52 

1.1476 

0 2653 

1.059 

5.0371 

76. 50 a) 

J>> 

21.06 c) 

13.46 c) 

0 409 2 c) 

5 646 a) 

141 5 

3d)§ 
d ) § 

113.0 

B5.5B e) 

0.954 + 0 047(0 069) 

I 0 .9 52 * 0 043(0.109)1 

1 111 t 0.033(0.105) 

0.793 ± 0 032(0 105) 

| 1.026 ± 0.035(0 106)) 

0.950 + 0.034(0.106) 

1.102 + 0 040(0.108) 

0 982 + 0 057(0 076)| 

1 584 + 0 074(0 124) 

0 950 + 0 076(0 091 )| 

1 .092 + 0 103(0 .144) 

0.996 + 0.047(0.069) 

1 072 + 0.033(0.096) 

0.786 + 0.032(0.077) 

1.025 + 0.040(0.080) 

| 1.026 + Q7071(0 0 9 9) 

0.974 + 0.103(0.144 3 

| 1.066 + 0.033(0.077) 

1.131 + 0.033(0.077) 

1.044 + 0 034(0.078) 

|0 989 + 0 033(0 077 )| 

|1 056 + 0 034(0 078 ) j 

+ ENDF/B-IV Tape 412 a) ref. /19/ c) ref. /21/ e) ref. /23/ 
* ENDF/B-IV Tape 411 b) ref. /20/ d) ref /22/ 
§ a(E)-data renormalized; see text 

* It should be understood that the official ENDF/B-V Dosimetry File had not been released at the 
time this paper was prepared. The data considered are preliminary ENDF/B-V and may not be the 
same as those which will be in the official ENDF/B-V release. 
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g 
emission probability than in the <0>-measurement. The cr(E)-data were 
ranormalized to the more reliable emission probabilities used in ref. 9. 
This shows that in such comparisons one has to check carefully whether 
the data to be compared were determined under the same conditions. 

The criterion of consistency between measured and calculated aver-
age cross sections is expressed by the ratio < a >»y < a >

c given in the 
last columns of table 1. In order to get an impression as to which 
consistency is valid, the uncertainty of this ratio was also calculated. 
The quoted uncertainty comprises the uncertainty of the <a>-measurement 
and of the spectral distribution, A s <ff>M a n d a r e u n~ 
correlated quantities, the resulting uncertainty was calculated on 
quadratic error propagation. The uncertainty of x 8 2( E) different 
energy ranges (see above) was also assumed to be uncorrelated and was 
taken into account by weighting the various uncertainties with the 
corresponding portion of the total response in each neutron energy 
range. The uncertainty of the <CT> /<a>c~values given in brackets addi-
tionally includes the uncertainty of the a(E)-data. As no error files 
are presently available for the a(E)-data, the consideration of the 
uncertainty of the a(E)-data was done only in a tentative way. Global 
uncertainties over the response range in the Cf-252 fission spectrum 
were assumed or calculated (without considering correlations) for the 
a(E)-data. For all neutron reactions of ENDF/B-IV and the two gold 
reactions of ENDF/B-V,*the uncertainty of the a(E)-data was assumed to 
be ± 5 % for category I reactions and ± 10 % for other reactions. For 
the remaining cr(E)-data, an average uncertainty of ± 9 % was calculated 
for the data of ref. 20 and of ± 7 % for the data of the ref. 21 - 23. 

Generally the average cross sections calculated bv means of the ENDF/B-V* 
data show a better agreement with the measurements than those calculated 
by means of the ENDF/B-IV cross section data. In the case of the re-
action Ti-46(n,p) a small shift in the energy scale near the reaction 
threshold is mainly responsible for the better consistency of the 
ENDF/B-V*data. For Ti-48(n,p) experimental cross section data in the 
main energy response range of Cf-252 were not yet available in the cal-
culation of the ENDF/B-IV data file. The large deviations of the 
<o>M/<a>c~data from unity for In-113(n,n') and Ti-4-7(n,p) cannot orig-
inate from an inadequate description of the neutron spectrum, as re-
actions with similar energy response ranges (see fig. 1) such as 
In-115(n,n') and Ni-58(n,p) show a satisfactory consistency. 

The large uncertainty of the spectral distribution function at 
low and high neutron energies has only little importance for the con-
sistency test. For the two nonthreshold reactions, Au-197(n,y) and 
In-115(n,y), only 18 % and 10 %, respectively, of the total response 
are below 0.25 MeV where the uncertainty of X 8 2( E) i s ± 1 3 T he 
other range of high uncertainty in the spectral distribution (about 
± 10 %) is above 8 MeV. The portion of the total energy response, 
which is above 8 MeV, is 58 %, 66 % and 100 % for the reactions 
Ti-48(n,p), Al-27(n,a) and Au-197(n,2n), respectively. The good 
consistency of the <a>M/<a> -data for these reactions indicates that 

*Pre1 .minary ENDF/B-V (see footnote on title page). 
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the spectral distribution of. ref. 16 describes the Cf-252 spectrum in 
a satisfactory way at high energies. 

Table 1 indicates for which energy-dependent cross section data a 
maximum consistency between measured and calculated average cross sec-
tions was obtained. It was found that a consistent set of c(E)-data 
can be obtained by combining information from the ENDF/B-IV file, from 
the ENDF/B-V*file and from recent experiments. With regard to the 
uncertainty of the ratio <o> /<a> , one can state that for most reac-

M CI 
tions the consistency is given within ± 5 %. This means that presently 
any adjustment of the a(E)-data within ± 5 % is rather dubious. 

SENSITIVITY STUDIES 

The results of table 1 allow to draw only global conclusions as to 
the adequacy of a(E)-data. Any adjustment factor derived from the fig-
ures of table 1 may, of course, compensate existent disparities between 
measured and calculated average cross sections. However, one has to 
keep in mind that such an adjustment implies a doubtful simplification 
as it assumes the energy-dependent cross section being shifted by the 
same factor in the total neutron energy range. Moreover, an adjust-
ment of o(E)-data made to obtain convenient consistency in reactor 
.dosimetry neglects the implication of neutron cross sections with 
other nuclear technologies and may yield incorrect results in other 
applications. Contrary to that, it is a useful procedure to inves-
tigate the dependance of average cross sections on detailed properties 
of the energy-dependent nuclear cross section data. It is of special 
importance how an uncertainty in the a(E)-data affects the calculated 
average cross sections. Such statements can be derived from the sen-
sivity studies described below. Similar studiesjror the fission neu-
tron field of U-235 have already been published. 

Sensitivity of <a> to Individual Properties of the a(E)-Data 

Sensitivity to an Error 6a in o(E) 

Within a smaHenergy interval (E.jE^), the energy-dependent neu-
tron cross section can be assumed to be a constant, i.e. o(E) = a. 
If one changes the cross section by a given amount, 5a, the relative 
change of the average cross section of eq. 1 is described by: 

h 6<o>/<o>(El9E2) = (So/a) J o(E) X82(E> d E /<*> 
E 1 

6<a> also meaning the uncertainty of the average cross section caused 
by the uncertainty, 6a, of the energy-dependent cross section. The 
integral term is the fractional contribution to the average cross 
section which results from the energy interval (E19E.). The-quan-

*Pre1 .minary ENDF/B-V (see footnote on title page). 
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tity (5<a>/<0>)/(6a/a) is usually called relative sensitivity or sen-
sitivity coefficient. From eq. 2 one can see immediately that the inte-
gral of the sensitivity coefficient over all energies yields unity. 
Eq. 2 describes in particular the influence on the average cross 
section due to the normalization of a(E)-measurements; i.e. due to 
the neutron flux density normalization. The influence of a further 
source of uncertainty on o(E)-data will be discussed in the next chap-
ter. 

Sensitivity to an Energy Shift 6E 

Recently it had been discussed that inadequacies in the neutron 
energy determination at monoenergetic cr(E)-measurements might cause 
some confusion. An incorrect neutron energy scale can also be 
caused, for example, by an insufficient treatment of the energy loss 
of charged particles in the neutron-producing target. By assuming a 
small uncertainty in the neutron energy, 6E, the relation between the 
neutron cross sections with and without this uncertainty is: 

o(E +<5E) = o(E ) + SE a'(E ) + (6E)2/2 anCE ) + ... (3) o o o o 
where a' and a" are the first and second derivatives of cr(E) with re-
spect to the energy E. Both quantities depend strongly on the slope 
of the excitation function of a neutron reaction. For threshold 
reactions the maximum slope is around threshold energy. In this 
energy range the cross section increases nearly exponentially, i.e.: 

CT(E) ~ exp( a E ) (4) 

and changes by up to a factor of 5 per MeV (in t^e reaction In-115(n,n'), 
for example) which corresponds with a si 1.6 MeV . Inserting eq. 4 
in eq. 3 yields: 

o(E + 6E) = a(E) [l + SE a + 1/2 (SE)2a2 + ...] (5) 

With an uncertainty in the neutron energy of 30 keV and a » 1.6 MeV \ 
the quadratic term of eq. 5 is of the order of 0.1 % and can be neg-
lected. Then the relative uncertainty of the average cross section 
due to a small energy shift, 6E, in the energy interval (E^E,,) is 
given by: 

h 
S<o>/<0>(E /E ) = SE J o ' ( E ) X8 2(E) dE/<o> (6) 

E 
with SE in MeV. 1 

Sensitivity of <o> to the Spectral Distribution 
o 

The relation between the uncertainty, SXoo' ^ e spectral dis-
tribution and the corresponding uncertainty or <CT> can be obtained 
from eq. 2 by replacing (So/a) by (^X^/X^)- Another feasibility 

v c-
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is to describe the Cf-252 neutron spectrum by a pure Maxwellian (with 
T 5 kT) 

xJ2(E) = (2//F) (>£7T3/2) exp(-E/T) 

and to analyze the deviations from eq. 7 by a variation, 6T, in the 
temperature parameter T. In this procedure one obtains an integral 
sensitivity relation of; 

6<a>/<a>T = (6T/T) B, + (6T/T)2B„ + (<5T/T)3B0 + ... 

with 
1 2 3 

B 1 = A 1 " 3 ' / 2 

B2 = 15/8 - 5/2 + 1/2 A 2 

B3 = 35/8 Ax - 7/4 A2 + 1/6 Ag - 35/16 

and with 
"" w 

An = / XQ2<E> ^ E/ T> n d E / / Xg2(E> O(E) dE T 
o ^ "o 

Calculations of eq. 8 were done for T = 1.42 MeV. The results will 
be discussed below. 

Examples 

Based on eq. 2 and on eq. 6 and using the spectral distribution 
of ref. 16, sensitivities of cross sections averaged over the fission 
spectrum of Cf-252 were calculated. The results were plotted as 
sensitivity coefficients per lethargy width Ay = lnCE^E,) with E >E . 
Fig. 2 shows the result for the reaction In-ll5(n,n') ana the a(E7~ 
data of ref. 22. Fig. 3 is valid for the reaction Au-197(n,2n) and 
the cross section data of ref. 19. 

In the upper part of both figures, the sensitivity profile for 
a normalization of the cr(E)-data is given. By these graphs, the 
nature of the influence of a change in the a(E)-data on the average 
cross section can be easily determined. Consider the following ex-
ample: what is the percent change in <o> due to a 10 % uniform de-
crease of the In-llSfnjn1) cross section in the energy range from 
2.2 to 3.0 MeV? From the upper part of fig. 2 one obtains a value 
of the relative sensitivity per unit lethargy of + 0.80 for the range 
from 2.2 to 3.0 MeV. Then the change of <a> is given by: 

6<a>/<a> = 0.80 ln(3.0/2.2) (-0.30) = -0.0248 

This means that the above-mentioned change in the cross section re-
duces the average cross section by 2.48 %. (The correct value is 
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- 2.46 % obtained by using numerical data not given here). 

In the lower part of the figs. 2 and 3 the sensitivity profile for a 
shift in the energy scale of the a(E)-data is plotted. Assuming that 
the o(E)-data of the reaction Au-197(n,2n) are subjected to an uncer-
tainty of 20 keV over the total neutron energy range, this corresponds 
to a relative uncertainty in the energy scale of 0.25 % at the re-
action threshold energy. From the data of fig. 3 follows that such a shift 
of 20 keV would change the average cross section by 1.33%, whereby 90% of the 
total effect are due to the energy range between threshold and 10.7 MeV. 

The parameters which describe the sensitivity of <a> to the form 
o'f the Cf-252 neutron spectrum, analogous to eq. 8, are listed in table 2. 

Table 2. Parameters for the Calculation of the 
Sensitivity of <a> to the Form of the Spectrum 

Reaction T = 1.42 
<a> 
( mb ) ' 

B1 B2 B3 

115In(n,n') 183.0 +0.658 -0.58 
197Au(n,2n) 6.550 +6.263 +13.28 +7.5 

For the reaction In-115(n,n') a change in the temperature parameter of 
± 10 % results in a relative change of the average cross section of 
+ 6.0 % and -7.2 %, respectively. This means that the average cross 
section of this reaction depends only weakly on the form of neutron 
spectrum. The situation is reverse for the reaction Au-197(n,2n). 
Here, a (<ST/T) of ± 10 % corresponds to a (s<a>/<cr>) of +76.7 % and 
-50.1 %, respectively. Reactions with high threshold, such as 
Au-197(n,2n), are extremely sensitive to the form of neutron spectrum. 
From table 2 can also be gathered that a fit of the calculated average 
cross section value of 6.55 mb to the experimental value of 5.50 mb re-
sults in a change of (6T/T) of -2.7 %. A total overlap of both data 
would be given for a Maxwellian with T = 1.382 MeV instead of 1.42 MeV. 
This is in analogy with the trend of the analytical spectral distribu-
tion shown in fig. 1. 

Finally a practical application of the sensitivity profiles is dis-
cussed. In the measurement of the o(E)-data for the reaction In-115(n,n') 
of ref. 22, the energy-dependent cross section has been determined re-
lative to the fission cross sections of U-235 and U-238. Between 
reaction threshold and 3.0 MeV, the reaction U-235(n,f), and above 
3 MeV reaction U-238(n,f) were used as neutron flux density monitoring 
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reactions^ For both monitor reactions, the neutron cross sections of 
ENDF/B-IV were used. Recently it was shown that for the reaction 

U-235(n,f) the neutron cross 
section of the revised*ENDF/B-V 
data file deviates substantially 
from the data of ENDF/B-IV. 
This effect is shown in fig. 4. 
In renormalizing the neutron 
flux density determination of 
ref. 22 due to the reaction 
U-235(n,f) one obtains, by 
inserting the data of fig. 4 in 
the senstivity profile of fig. 2, 
a relative change of -0.38 % 
in the average cross section. 
Although single a(E)-data show 
deviations by up to 5 %, the 
effect on <cr> is not so dra-
matical as one would have ex-
pected at first glance. 

Neutron 

Fig. 4. Comparison of the 
U-235(n,f) Cross Section between 
ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V.* 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In the neutron benchmark field of Cf-252, the consistency between 
measured and calculated average cross sections was tested. From this 
comparison, conclusions as to the quality of energy-dependent neutron 
cross section data were drawn. An attempt was made to consider, in a 
tentative way, the uncertainty in this consistency test, caused by un-
certainty contributions from the spectral distribution, from the a(E)-
data and from the <0>-measurement., In addition, sensitivity profiles 
were set up describing the influence of a(E)-data on the average cross 
section. These sensitivity profiles are at present only an intermediate 
step. However, combined with the uncertainty covariance files of a(E)-
data to be published in the future they will allow to estimate the un-
certainty of "integral" quantities, such as average cross sections, in 
a mathematically more rigorous way and will then allow to draw more 
stringent conclusions as has been possible in the present work. 
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